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Abstract SGGS (Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning) is a clausal theo-

rem-proving method, which generalizes to first-order logic the Davis-Putnam-Lo-

veland-Logemann procedure with conflict-driven clause learning (DPLL-CDCL).

SGGS starts from an initial interpretation, and works towards modifying it into a

model of a given set of clauses, reporting unsatisfiability if there is no model. The

state of the search for a model is described by a structure, called SGGS clause se-

quence. We present SGGS clause sequences as a formalism to represent models; and

we prove their properties related to the mechanisms of SGGS for clausal propaga-

tion, conflict solving, and conflict-driven model repair at the first-order level.
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Prologue: Mark Stickel, A Recollection, by Maria Paola Bonacina

I had the pleasure of meeting with Mark Stickel at numerous CADE conferences,

possibly as early as CADE-8 in Oxford, when I had just completed my undergraduate

studies, and Mark had a paper on his Prolog Technology Theorem Prover, and as late

as CADE-22 in Montréal, when we had tea together on the boat cruising the St.

Lawrence river during the excursion. Mark had a quiet and reserved personality, kept

words to a minimum, but was very kind.
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Mark and I got to know each other better when I was on research assignment

from The University of Iowa, and I visited the Artificial Intelligence Center of SRI

International, where Mark was a Principal Scientist. Mark and I discussed theorem

proving and artificial intelligence every day: it was a great time, and a true learning

experience. After that visit, I went back to The University of Iowa full of enthusiasm,

and wrote right away my successful NSF CAREER award proposal.

Herbrand Award nominations are confidential, but now that Mark, sadly, has left

us prematurely, I suppose I can write that I had the pleasure and honor of nominating

him for the Herbrand Award. I was proud and happy when my nomination of Mark

went through right away at the first attempt, undoubtedly a sign of how much Mark

deserved the award in the eyes of all colleagues involved.

When Bill McCune unexpectedly passed away, and I had the idea of a volume

to honor his memory, I immediately thought of Mark Stickel as co-editor. I was de-

lighted that Mark accepted. Although he liked to minimize it, his contribution was

precious. He found some excellent reviewers, and he was especially keen on encour-

aging papers about applications of automated reasoning to mathematics, knowing

how much Bill cared for that topic. While being already terminally ill, Mark had the

patience of reading again all final versions of the papers, and let me know of any

error that we could fix. The letter with which Mark informed me that he had only a

few more months to live was admirable for calm, quiet rationality, and matter-of-fact

style. I admired his dignity, while being immensely sad upon reading it. Mark would

have loved to see the book in Bill’s memory before passing. I was told that his copy

of the book arrived a couple of days later. It is just one more reason for contributing

to a volume in his memory, that may help to keep his intellectual legacy alive.

1 Introduction

Mark Stickel received the Herbrand Award at the Eighteenth International Confer-

ence on Automated Deduction (CADE), held during the Federated Logic Conference

(FLoC) of 2002. During that FLoC, Natarajan Shankar gave a brilliant invited talk

on “little engines of proof” [83], meaning decision procedures for satisfiability in

decidable fragments of first-order theories, to be embedded in proof assistants or ver-

ification tools. In his memorable Herbrand Award acceptance speech, Mark Stickel

upheld resolution, and in general “big engines of proof,” meaning semi-decision pro-

cedures for validity in first-order logic, and suggested the importance of combining

their strengths with those of reasoning at the propositional, or ground, level.

Several of Mark Stickel’s outstanding contributions to automated reasoning can

be seen retrospectively as pioneering steps of this kind. For instance, his work on

AC-unification [86,75] and theory resolution [88] was about building theories into

engines for first-order theorem proving. He developed the first-order theorem provers

SNARK, based on resolution and paramodulation, and PTTP (Prolog Technology

Theorem Prover) [87,89,90], based on model elimination, but also an implementa-

tion of the Davis-Putnam-Loveland-Logemann (DPLL) procedure [30,29], named

LDPP (List-based Davis-Putnam Prover), which was one of the early milestones of

the DPLL renaissance for propositional satisfiability.
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Because they apply in domains where satisfiability is decidable, decision proce-

dures search for a model, rather than a proof, and produce a proof if they find that

no model exists. Because in first-order logic theorem proving is semi-decidable, and

model finding is not, theorem-proving strategies search for a proof. The dichotomy

between decision procedures and semi-decision procedures is also a dichotomy be-

tween solving and proving, or between models and proofs. However, also in first-

order logic there is interest in finding models (cf. [23] for a systematic treatment),

in using interpretations for semantic guidance (e.g., [81,94,84,70] and Section 2.6

of [14] for a survey), and there are theorem-proving methods based on model elim-

ination (cf. [68] for the original formulation with chains of literals and [63,8,65]

for surveys of the formulation with tableaux), or on model evolution [10], that find

refutations by excluding all models, which requires ways to represent them.

SGGS, from Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning, is a new theorem-

proving method, which brings to the first-order level the model-based style of DPLL

with conflict-driven clause learning (DPLL-CDCL) [49,72,96,69]. SGGS is based

on an approach to the representation of first-order models, which is the topic of this

article, and whose basic ideas we outline here starting from DPLL-CDCL.

In DPLL-CDCL the current partial candidate model is represented by a sequence

of propositional literals, called trail, meaning that the literals in the sequence are

true in the model. A literal L in the trail can be either decided, as the procedure

decided to make it true by a mere guess, or implied, as making it true is the only way

to satisfy a clause whose other literals are all false, because their complements are

in the trail: such a clause is called the justification of the implied literal. A clause

whose literals are all false, because their complements are in the trail, is a conflict

clause. Detecting implied literals and conflict clauses is the objective of clausal or

Boolean constraint propagation, which is a main activity of the procedure, that resorts

to a decision only when no propagation is possible. The principle of propagation is

that if literal L is in the trail, all occurrences of ¬L are false. Propagation of truth

values is simple in propositional logic, because truth and falsity are symmetric: if L

is true, ¬L is false, and vice versa. In first-order clausal logic the (implicit) presence

of quantifiers destroys the symmetry: if L is true, all its ground instances are true,

all ground instances of ¬L are false, and ¬L is false; but if ¬L is false, all we know

is that there exists a ground instance L′ of L such that ¬L′ is false and L′ is true.

SGGS restores the symmetry by introducing the notion of uniform falsity: a literal

is uniformly false in an interpretation, if all its ground instances are false in that

interpretation. Then, if L is true, ¬L is uniformly false, and vice versa.

SGGS works with a set S of first-order clauses to be refuted, and a given initial in-

terpretation I for semantic guidance. The trail of literals of DPLL-CDCL is replaced

by a sequence of constrained clauses with selected literals, called SGGS clause se-

quence: every literal in an SGGS clause sequence is required to be either true in I

or uniformly false in I, so that its occurrence in the sequence tells the truth value in

I of all its ground instances that satisfy its constraints. SGGS then specifies how an

SGGS clause sequence Γ induces an interpretation I[Γ ] different from I. First-order

propagation is represented by an assignment function, which maps a selected literal

M to a selected literal L in Γ , if M is uniformly false in I[Γ ] due to the occurrence

of L in Γ , so that M stands to L, like ¬L stands to L at the propositional level. With
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uniform falsity and first-order propagation, we can generalize to the first-order level

the propositional notions of conflict clause, implied literal, and justification: a clause

is in conflict with I[Γ ], if all its literals are uniformly false in I[Γ ]; a literal is im-

plied, if all other literals in its clause are uniformly false in I[Γ ], and the clause is its

justification. Upon this basis, the SGGS inference system uses instance generation

to build SGGS clause sequences, resolution to explain conflicts, and a mechanism à

la CDCL to solve conflicts, by modifying Γ so that I[Γ ] satisfies the conflict clause,

except when the conflict clause is empty, which signals the discovery of a refutation.

The SGGS inference system is the topic of a twin article [21], where we prove its

refutational completeness and goal sensitivity.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys recent developments of the

idea of integrating search of a model and inference towards a proof, a main source

of inspiration for SGGS. Section 3 introduces constrained clauses, uniform falsity,

SGGS clause sequences, and SGGS-derivations. Section 4 describes how an SGGS

clause sequence Γ induces an interpretation I[Γ ]. Section 5 defines first-order prop-

agation and assignment functions. Sections 6 and 7 show how clauses in an SGGS

clause sequence Γ can be conflict clauses, justifications of implied literals, or clauses

that make I[Γ ] different from I; and how Γ entails a formula encoding I[Γ ] and other

interpretations yet to be considered. To make this article self-contained with respect

to [21], we intersperse descriptions of SGGS inference mechanisms with the presen-

tation of model representation features, illustrating their connections. A comparison

with related work and a discussion close the article. An exposition of SGGS and its

constraint solving part appeared in preliminary form in [20] and [19], respectively.

2 Proofs and Models, Inference and Search

Proofs and models are the mainstay of automated reasoning. Traditionally, proofs

have taken center stage, for several reasons, both historical and technical. The central-

ity of the concept of proof dates back to Hilbert’s program at the dawn of the XX cen-

tury, and has affected the development of mathematics, logic, and computer science

since then [28]. The completeness and expressivity of first-order logic have made it

the logic of choice for much of automated reasoning and artificial intelligence. How-

ever, in first-order logic, theorem proving, or proof finding, is semi-decidable, while

model finding is not, and therefore the focus on first-order logic has reinforced the

emphasis on proofs over models.

The growth of algorithmic reasoning and of its applications to software has chan-

ged the balance, because models are useful for applications and intuitive for users.

An assignment to program variables, which describes a possible state of a program’s

execution, is a model from a logical point of view. Thus, for instance, models be-

come “moles” to exercise program paths in testing or examples for example-driven

synthesis, and a reasoner that generates models supports automated test generation

and program synthesis (e.g., [33,62] and [16] for a survey and more references).

Algorithmic reasoning applies when satisfiability is decidable, and one can get an

algorithm, a decision procedure, to decide it (e.g., [39,22,58] for general sources).

The archetype for algorithmic reasoning is propositional logic and its satisfiability
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problem, known as SAT. Contemporary SAT-solvers are based on the DPLL-CDCL

procedure. The original Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure [30] featured propositional

resolution, which incurs duplication of literals across clauses (cf. the analysis in [78]),

and is unnecessarily non-deterministic for propositional logic. The DPLL procedure

[29] replaced propositional resolution with splitting, understood first as breaking dis-

junctions apart by case analysis, and then as guessing, or deciding, the truth value of

a propositional variable, in order to build a model of the given set of clauses.

This replacement made the fortune of the DPLL procedure for propositional logic,

because it avoids the growth of clauses and the non-determinism of resolution. It

opened the way to the study of efficient techniques for clausal or Boolean constraint

propagation (e.g., [95,96,37,36,48]), where Mark Stickel was a pioneer, and to the

reading of DPLL as a model-based procedure, which searches for a model, with all

its operations centered around the candidate partial model.

It was perceived early on [91] that a better balance between guessing and rea-

soning, or search and inference, was to be sought. This led to DPLL-CDCL [49,72],

where propositional resolution comes back as a mechanism to generate lemmas. The

model-based character of the procedure becomes even more pronounced: when the

current candidate model falsifies a clause, this conflict is explained by a heuristically

controlled series of resolution steps, a resolvent is added as lemma, and the candidate

model is repaired in such a way to remove the conflict, satisfy the lemma, and back-

jump as far away as possible from the conflict. An early forerunner of DPLL-CDCL

was the semantic tree method with lemma generation (cf. pages 284–288 of [76]).

Nowadays, DPLL-CDCL is considered a different procedure from DPLL.

The same trend emerges in satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) (cf. [2,34] for

surveys). A basic paradigm for SMT is given by the DPLL(T ) procedure [74], which

integrates in DPLL a decision procedure for satisfiability in the quantifier-free frag-

ment of a first-order theory T . However, the CDCL mechanism in DPLL(T ) is still

by propositional resolution. A current frontier in research on decision procedures and

SMT-solving is to find ways to do for first-order theories what resolution does for

propositional logic, that is, explain why a theory conflict occurred, and deduce theory

lemmas in an efficient conflict-driven fashion. This problem was studied in several

existential fragments of arithmetic [71,56,27,51,52,44]. A paradigm that generalizes

CDCL to any theory that can be equipped with clausal inference rules to explain con-

flicts was presented in [35,50], under the name of MC-sat, for model-constructing

satisfiability procedures. The crux is that in order to explain conflicts in a first-order

theory the procedure needs to generate new atoms, unlike in the propositional case,

where all explanations are built from input atoms. Thus, in order to preserve termi-

nation, it is necessary to show that all atoms come from a finite basis.

Generalizing features of DPLL is an objective also in first-order theorem proving.

Resolution and superposition behave very well on Horn problems, but perform less

well with very long non-Horn clauses, including the ground ones that may arise in ap-

plications, and that SMT-solvers handle by splitting. One line of research investigated

ways of splitting first-order clauses into disjunctions that do not share variables (e.g.,

[92,80,41,45,40]). These approaches capture the view of DPLL splitting as a way to

decompose clauses, rather than as a guess of an assignment to a literal, in keeping

with the fact that resolution and superposition do not work on an explicit representa-
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tion of a model. In these inference systems models remain implicit, and come to the

forefront only in their proofs of refutational completeness, using transfinite semantic

trees to survey models and show that the inference system excludes them all [46], or

the rewrite model to show that a set saturated by the inference system has a model if

it does not contain the empty clause [1]. Another line of research proposed a modular

integration of DPLL(T ) and superposition, where the SMT-solver deals with ground

clauses and interpreted, or defined, symbols, and the superposition-based engine with

non-ground clauses and uninterpreted, or free, symbols [32,17,18]. This approach is

model-based and coherent with the view of DPLL splitting as a guess of an assign-

ment, because it lets superposition use literals in the trail of DPLL(T ) as premises.

However, the CDCL mechanism remains propositional as in DPLL(T ).

Instance-based first-order theorem-proving methods are connected with proposi-

tional, or ground, satisfiability testing, since their origin from the Herbrand theorem

(e.g., [24]), which states that for all unsatisfiable sets S of clauses there exists a fi-

nite unsatisfiable set S′ of ground instances of clauses in S. Instance-based methods

search for S′, by generating sets of ground instances of clauses in S, and testing them

for satisfiability. The first such procedure was Gilmore method, which used enumer-

ation of ground instances for instance generation and the multiplication method for

propositional satisfiability (e.g., [24]). Since both were inefficient, the idea was aban-

doned until hyperlinking [59–61], which used DPLL for SAT testing and hyperlinks

for instance generation (e.g., it applies the most general unifier of a hyperresolution

step to generate instances of the parents rather than the hyperresolvent).

Early instance-based methods had a generate-and-test flavor, which was replaced

over time by the notion of model-driven instance generation: the procedure starts

with a candidate model of S, generates ground instances to exclude it, updates it to

satisfy them, and continues until either a model is found, or unsatisfiability is proved.

The origin of this shift of perspective may be traced back to the first successor of

hyperlinking CLINS-S [25,26], the disconnection calculus [13,64,66,67], ordered

semantic hyperlinking (OSHL) [79,77], and neighbor tableaux-based methods such

as hypertableaux [3,12] (cf. Section 7.3 of [15] for a discussion of methods that

hybridize instantiation and tableaux). The drive to generalize features of DPLL to

instance-based methods gave rise to FDPLL [4], for First-order DPLL, its successor

the model-evolution calculus (MEC) [10,5,6,11,9], and the Inst-Gen method [42,

43,55,54]. Theorem provers embodying the instance generation principle perform

especially well in effectively propositional logic [31,73,38].

In [47,53] these methods were classified as saturation-based methods, such as

hyperlinking and Inst-Gen, where the interleaving of instance generation and ground

reasoning is coarse-grained, or tableaux-based methods, such as disconnection and

model-evolution calculi, where the interleaving is fine-grained. Coarse-grained inter-

leaving facilitates the integration of SAT or SMT-solvers taken “off the shelf.” The

model is built by the solver and communicated to the first-order part. For example,

Inst-Gen employs literal selection to restrict instance generation rules similar to hy-

perlinking, and information on which ground literals are in the trail of the solver is

relevant for literal selection [54].

Fine-grained interleaving leads to methods that are model-based at the first-order

level. For example, the model evolution calculus (MEC) lifts splitting to first-order
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logic: in DPLL, splitting assigns true to a propositional variable A on one branch,

and false on the other; MEC asserts for instance A(x), meaning ∀x A(x), on one

branch, and ¬A(c), the Skolemized form of ¬∀x A(x) ≡ ∃x ¬A(x), on the other.

Since Skolemization changes the signature, and Skolem constants, being new, do not

unify with other non-variable terms, MEC employs parameters, rather than Skolem

constants, in a way reminiscent of the δ -rule to eliminate existential quantifiers in

tableaux (cf. [85]). Asserted literals are stored in a context Λ , which represents a Her-

brand interpretation IΛ , seen as a candidate partial model of the input set of clauses

S: MEC determines whether IΛ |= L, for L an atom in the Herbrand base of S, by con-

sidering the most specific literal in Λ that subsumes L, picking L with positive sign

in case of a tie. If IΛ is not a model of S, MEC unifies input clauses against Λ to find

potentially falsified instances, that are subject to splitting, to modify Λ and repair IΛ .

Otherwise, the system recognizes that Λ cannot be fixed and declares S unsatisfiable.

This excursus shows how intertwining search for a model and inference towards

either fixing the model or finding a refutation is a main trend at the frontier of reason-

ing research. SGGS advances this quest, by lifting DPLL-CDCL to first-order logic,

somewhat like MC-sat does for decidable fragments of first-order theories. If MEC

emphasizes splitting, SGGS emphasizes propagation, and explanation and solution

of conflicts. In the following we develop the SGGS approach to model representation

that makes this possible.

3 SGGS Clause Sequences

We assume standard notions and notations in logic and reasoning, including those

about terms, atoms, literals, clauses, substitutions, and instances. The symbol ≡ is

syntactic identity, and top(t) denotes the top symbol of term t. If L is a literal, at(L) is

its atom, and if T is a set of literals, at(T ) = {at(L) : L ∈ T}. The Herbrand universe

of a set S of clauses is the set of ground terms made of function and constant symbols

from S, with a new constant symbol added if S has none. A Herbrand interpretation I

over S has the Herbrand universe of S as domain, and interprets constant and function

symbols so that tI = t for all ground terms t, where tI is the interpretation of t in

I. A Herbrand substitution over S for a formula C replaces all variables in C by

elements of the Herbrand universe of S. The set of Herbrand substitutions over S for

C is written HS(C). The notation |=H,S X means that for all Herbrand interpretations

I over S, I |= X . Since in clausal theorem proving it suffices to consider Herbrand

interpretations, we omit the subscripts S and H, and write |= for |=H,S.

In propositional logic a model of a set of clauses, or a partial model if not all

literals are specified, can be represented by a sequence of literals. For first-order logic

SGGS uses a sequence of clauses with constraints and selected literals. In this section

we define these sequences and their ingredients. We begin with constraints:

Definition 1 (Constraint) An atomic constraint is either true or false or an expres-

sion of the form t ≡ u or top(t) = f , where t and u are terms, and f is a function

symbol. An atomic constraint is a constraint, the negation, conjunction, or disjunc-

tion of constraints is a constraint, and nothing else is a constraint.
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Constraints are only meaningful for Herbrand interpretations: |= t ≡ u for ground

terms t and u if and only if t and u are the same element of the Herbrand universe of

S, and |= top(t) = f if the top symbol of ground term t is f . Thus, either |= Aϑ or

|= ¬Aϑ for constraint A and ϑ ∈ HS(A).
A constraint is in standard form, if it is either true or false or a conjunction of dis-

tinct atomic constraints of the form x 6≡ y and top(x) 6= f , where x and y are variables.

A constraint top(x) 6= f says that x cannot be replaced by a term whose top function

symbol is f , while a constraint x 6≡ y specifies that x and y may not be replaced by

identical terms. In this article all constraints are in standard form: standardization is

covered in [19].

Definition 2 (Constrained clause) A constrained clause is a formula A✄C, read

“C under A” or “C if A,” where A is a constraint and C is a clause. Any variable that

appears in A and not in C is implicitly existentially quantified.

We write A✄C[L] to say that literal L is selected in C; we call A✄L a constrained

literal; and if L is the selected literal of C, Lϑ is the selected literal of Cϑ . Constraint

and selected literal may be omitted when clear from context, and true✄C is usually

abbreviated as C.

Just like a clause represents its ground instances, a constrained clause A✄C repre-

sents its constrained ground instances, that are the ground instances of C that satisfy

the constraint A:

Definition 3 (Constrained ground instances) Given a set S of clauses, the set of

constrained ground instances (cgi) of A ✄C is Gr(A ✄C) = {Cϑ : |= Aϑ , ϑ ∈
HS(C)}. If L is the selected literal of C, then Gr(A✄L) = {Lϑ : Cϑ ∈ Gr(A✄C)},

and ¬Gr(A✄L) is Gr(A✄¬L).

Note how Gr(true✄C) contains all ground instances of C, while Gr(false✄C) =
/0. If the constraint is understood, Gr(A✄C) and Gr(A✄L) can be written Gr(C) and

Gr(L), respectively.

Example 1 For a clause x 6≡ y✄P(x,y), P(a,b) ∈ Gr(x 6≡ y✄P(x,y)), but P(b,b) 6∈
Gr(x 6≡ y✄P(x,y)).

We consider next the satisfaction of constrained clauses and literals. Let J be

an interpretation. We have J |= Gr(A✄ L), if J |= M for all M ∈ Gr(A✄ L); J |=
¬Gr(A✄L), if J |= M for all M ∈ ¬Gr(A✄L); and J |= Gr(A✄C), if J |= D for all

D ∈ Gr(A✄C). Since variables in clauses, and their literals, are implicitly universally

quantified, J |= A✄L, if J |= Gr(A✄L); and J |= A✄C, if J |= Gr(A✄C).
A key point in the SGGS approach to model representation is to reproduce at the

first-order level the symmetry between truth and falsity. That is, we want a notion of

falsity that holds for a literal L, when ¬L is true. This leads us to say that L is uni-

formly false in J, if all its ground instances are false in J, which is indeed equivalent

to ¬L being true in J. Similarly, for clauses, we say that a clause C is uniformly false

in J, if all its literals are, which means all ground instances of C are false in J, and

¬C is true in J. In symbols, and for constrained clauses, we have:
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Definition 4 (Uniform falsity) Given interpretation J and clause A✄C, a literal L of

A✄C is uniformly false in J, if J |= ¬Gr(A✄L); and A✄C is uniformly false in J, if

J |= ¬Gr(A✄L) for all literals L of C.

Uniform falsity is stronger than falsity, because in order to falsify a literal or

clause, it suffices to falsify one ground instance, whereas uniform falsity says that all

ground instances are false. If A✄C is uniformly false in J, we say that A✄C is a

conflict clause with respect to J, or A✄C is in conflict with J.

For semantic guidance, SGGS assumes a fixed initial interpretation I. By ap-

plying uniform falsity to I, we say that a constrained literal A✄ L is I-false, if it is

uniformly false in I. Note that being I-false is stronger than being false in I. In order

to make the terminology symmetric, we also say that A✄L is I-true, if it is true in I,

that is, if I |= A✄L. Of course, a constrained literal can be neither I-true nor I-false.

Given a constrained clause C, its sets of I-true and I-false literals are denoted tlits(C)
and f lits(C), respectively.

For clauses, A✄C is I-all-true, if all its literals are I-true, and I-all-false if all

its literals are I-false. Being I-all-true is stronger than being true in I: for A✄C to

be true in I it suffices that for all its constrained ground instances Cϑ ∈ Gr(A✄C)
there is a literal Lϑ of Cϑ that is true in I; whereas being I-all-true means that for

all its constrained ground instances Cϑ ∈ Gr(A✄C) all literals Lϑ of Cϑ are true in

I. Similarly, being I-all-false is stronger than being false in I: for A✄C to be false

in I it suffices that there is a constrained ground instance Cϑ ∈ Gr(A✄C) such that

all literals Lϑ of Cϑ are false in I; whereas being I-all-false means that for all its

constrained ground instances Cϑ ∈ Gr(A✄C) all literals Lϑ of Cϑ are false in I.

Being I-all-false is the same as being in conflict with I. We tolerate this redundancy

in the terminology for the sake of symmetry. I-all-true and I-all-false are used only

for the given fixed initial interpretation I. We have all the elements to define SGGS

clause sequences:

Definition 5 (SGGS clause sequence) An SGGS clause sequence is a possibly empty,

finite sequence of constrained clauses Γ = A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln] (n ≥ 0) such

that for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n:

1. C j = f lits(C j)⊎ tlits(C j): every literal is either I-true or I-false;

2. If f lits(C j) 6= /0, then L j ∈ f lits(C j): if a clause has I-false literals, one is selected.

The length of Γ is |Γ | = n. For all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ |, clause A j ✄C j[L j] has index j in

Γ , and Γ | j = A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,A j ✄C j[L j] is the prefix of Γ of length j.

The empty sequence is denoted by ε; and by convention Γ |0 = ε . The requirement

that every literal is either I-true or I-false ensures that every literal in the sequence

tells the truth value in I of all its constrained ground instances. Since I-false literals

are preferred for selection, an I-true literal is selected only in an I-all-true clause.

Given a set S of first-order clauses to be refuted and the initial interpretation I, an

SGGS-derivation is a series Γ0 ⊢ Γ1 ⊢ . . .Γj ⊢ . . . of SGGS clause sequences, where

Γ0 = ε , and each Γj with j > 0 is generated from Γj−1, S, and I, by an SGGS inference

rule. For example, the main inference rule, SGGS-extension, adds to the sequence an

instance (not necessarily ground) of an input clause. Whenever an SGGS inference
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adds clauses to a sequence, the new clauses are added to the rightmost end of the

sequence or to the left of some other clause, but never to the leftmost end of the

sequence. Thus, SGGS clause sequences basically grow from left to right.

An SGGS-derivation represents a search for a model of S, and it is a refutation if

there is a j > 0, such that Γj contains the empty clause, written ⊥, which signals that

no model can be found. SGGS searches for a model distinct from I, because I 6|= S

(otherwise, the problem is trivially solved upfront). This is the reason why I-false

literals are preferred for selection: selected literals play a major rôle in determining

the interpretation I[Γ ] induced by Γ , and selecting I-false literals makes I[Γ ] different

from I, as we see in the next section.

4 Interpretations Induced by SGGS Clause Sequences

In this section we learn how SGGS clause sequences represent interpretations. We

begin with three key concepts: the partial interpretation I p(Γ ) induced by an SGGS

clause sequence Γ , the proper constrained ground instances, and the complemen-

tary constrained ground instances of a selected literal in Γ . The former are those

that the literal contributes to I p(Γ ), while the latter are those that cannot be added to

I p(Γ ), because otherwise it would become inconsistent. A clause in Γ whose selected

literal has neither proper nor complementary constrained ground instances is dispos-

able: such a clause is satisfied by the partial interpretation induced by the clauses of

smaller index in the sequence, so that it does not add anything and can be removed.

By resorting to the initial interpretation I to determine the truth of ground literals left

unspecified by I p(Γ ), we define the interpretation I[Γ ] induced by Γ .

The partial interpretation induced by Γ = A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln] is defined

inductively over the length of the sequence: I p(Γ ) will be given by I p(Γ |n−1) plus

those constrained ground instances of An ✄ Ln that can be added to satisfy ground

instances of An ✄Cn[Ln] not satisfied by I p(Γ |n−1). These constrained ground in-

stances are called proper. Thus, partial interpretations and proper constrained ground

instances are mutually defined as follows:

Definition 6 (Induced partial interpretation) The partial interpretation induced by

Γ = A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln], denoted I p(Γ ), is defined inductively as follows:

– If Γ = ε , then I p(Γ ) = /0;

– Otherwise, I p(Γ ) = I p(Γ |n−1)∪ pcgi(An ✄Ln,Γ ).

A constrained ground instance C[L] of A j ✄C j[L j] is proper if it is not satisfied

by I p(Γ | j−1), and its selected literal L does not appear negated in I p(Γ | j−1), so that

L can be added to I p(Γ | j−1) to form I p(Γ | j) and satisfy C[L]:

Definition 7 (Proper constrained ground instances) For Γ = A1✄C1[L1], . . . ,An✄

Cn[Ln], for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the set of proper constrained ground instances (pcgi) of

clause A j ✄C j[L j], and of its selected literal A j ✄L j, is defined as follows:

– pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j ],Γ ) = {C[L] ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]) : I p(Γ | j−1)∩C[L] = /0∧¬L 6∈
I p(Γ | j−1)}: C[L] is not satisfied by I p(Γ | j−1), because none of its literals is in

I p(Γ | j−1), and can be satisfied by adding L, because ¬L is not in I p(Γ | j−1);
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– pcgi(A j✄L j,Γ ) = {L : C[L]∈ pcgi(A j✄C j[L j],Γ )}: that is, the selected literals

from the pcgi’s of the clause.

Then we can define the set of proper constrained ground instances of Γ itself as

pcgi(Γ ) =
⋃n

j=1 pcgi(A j ✄L j,Γ ) so that pcgi(Γ ) = I p(Γ ).

Example 2 If Γ is the sequence of unit clauses P(a,x),P(b,y),¬P(z,z),P(u,v), then:

all ground instances of P(a,x) are proper; all ground instances of P(b,y) are proper;

all ground instances of ¬P(z,z) are proper, except ¬P(a,a) and ¬P(b,b); all ground

instances of P(u,v) are proper, except those of the form P(a, t), P(b, t), and P(t, t) for

any ground term t.

An SGGS clause sequence will typically grow by SGGS-extension inferences.

SGGS-extension looks for instances of clauses in S that are not satisfied by I p(Γ );
if it finds any, it appends it to Γ to obtain a Γ ′, such that I p(Γ ′) satisfies it. Thus,

intuitively, Γ will have at index j a clause A j ✄C j[L j] with some constrained ground

instance C such that I p(Γ | j−1)∩C = /0: clause A j ✄C j[L j] was added precisely to

satisfy such instances, and this is why they are deemed proper.

A constrained ground instance of the clause at index j in Γ is complementary, if

it is not satisfied by I p(Γ | j−1) and cannot be satisfied by adding its selected literal,

because its selected literal appears negated in I p(Γ | j−1):

Definition 8 (Complementary constrained ground instances) For Γ =A1✄C1[L1],
. . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln], for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the set of complementary constrained ground

instances (ccgi) of clause A j ✄C j[L j] and of its selected literal A j ✄L j is defined as

follows:

– ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) = {C[L] ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]) : I p(Γ | j−1)∩C[L] = /0,

¬L ∈ I p(Γ | j−1)}; and

– ccgi(A j ✄L j,Γ ) = {L : C[L] ∈ ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ )}.

Proper constrained ground instances of A j ✄C j[L j] are not satisfied in I p(Γ | j−1)
and are satisfied in I p(Γ | j), while complementary ones are not satisfied in either

interpretation.

Example 3 If Γ is the sequence of unit clauses P(a,x),P(b,y),¬P(z,z),P(u,v) of

Example 2, we have: no ground instance of P(a,x) is complementary; no ground in-

stance of P(b,y) is complementary; the complementary ground instances of ¬P(z,z)
are ¬P(a,a) and ¬P(b,b); the complementary ground instances of P(u,v) are those

of the form P(t, t) for any ground term t other than a and b.

Proper constrained ground instances enjoy the following monotonicity property,

where we use juxtaposition to represent concatenation of sequences:

Lemma 1 For all clauses C and SGGS clause sequences Γ1, Γ2, and Γ3,

pcgi(C,Γ1Γ2CΓ3)⊆ pcgi(C,Γ1CΓ2Γ3).

Proof It follows by construction from Definition 7. ✷
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The meaning of this lemma is that since I p(Γ ) is built from left to right, the

same clause may contribute more proper constrained ground instances, if it occurs

at a smaller index in the sequence. Complementary constrained ground instances do

not satisfy this monotonicity property: ccgi(C,Γ1Γ2CΓ3)⊆ ccgi(C,Γ1CΓ2Γ3) does not

hold, because for a C′[L′] ∈ Gr(C), it can be that ¬L′ ∈ I p(Γ1Γ2) but ¬L′ 6∈ I p(Γ1).
If an instance C[L] ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]) is not satisfied by I p(Γ | j−1), it is either

proper (¬L 6∈ I p(Γ | j−1)) or complementary (¬L ∈ I p(Γ | j−1)). Equivalently, if it is

neither, it is satisfied by I p(Γ | j−1). Thus, if A j✄C j[L j] has neither proper nor comple-

mentary constrained ground instances, I p(Γ | j−1) satisfies all its constrained ground

instances, and therefore A j ✄C j[L j] itself. Such a clause is disposable:

Definition 9 (Disposable clause) A non-empty clause A✄C[L] in Γ is disposable,

if pcgi(A✄L,Γ ) = ccgi(A✄L,Γ ) = /0.

Indeed, a satisfied clause is not useful to modify I p(Γ ). This resembles what

happens in DPLL or DPLL-CDCL, when a clause satisfied by the current trail is

considered done with. The following example shows how disposability depends on

the position of a clause in a sequence, and therefore it differs from subsumption:

Example 4 Consider for simplicity sequences consisting only of unit clauses whose

sole literal is selected:

– ¬P(x), ¬Q(x), ¬P(x): the second ¬P(x) is disposable because it has neither

proper nor complementary constrained ground instances;

– P(x), ¬Q(x), P(x): the second P(x) is disposable for the same reason;

– ¬P(x), ¬Q(x), P(x): clause P(x) is not disposable because all its instances are

complementary constrained ground instances;

– P(x), ¬Q(x), ¬P(x): the same is true for ¬P(x);
– P(x), ¬P(x), ¬P(x): neither occurrence of ¬P(x) is disposable, because for both

all instances are complementary constrained ground instances;

– P(z), P( f (x)), P(a): clauses P( f (x)) and P(a) are disposable, so that disposabil-

ity agrees with subsumption;

– P(a), P( f (x)), P(z): clause P(z) is disposable, if the signature has only one func-

tion symbol f and one constant symbol a, so that disposability does not agree with

subsumption.

By consulting I whenever I p(Γ ) does not determine the truth value of a ground

literal, I p(Γ ) can be completed in an interpretation:

Definition 10 (Induced interpretation) The Herbrand interpretation induced by an

SGGS clause sequence Γ , denoted I[Γ ], is the interpretation such that, for all ground

literals L, if at(L) ∈ at(I p(Γ )), then I[Γ ] |= L if and only if L ∈ I p(Γ ); if at(L) 6∈
at(I p(Γ )), then I[Γ ] |= L if and only if I |= L.

In particular, if Γ = ε then I[Γ ] = I. In other words, I[Γ ] makes all proper con-

strained ground instances of all selected literals in Γ true, and otherwise is like I.

Example 5 Let Γ be the sequence of unit clauses P(a,x),P(b,y),¬P(z,z),P(u,v), of

Examples 2 and 3, and I be the all-negative interpretation, where negative literals
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are true and positive literals are false. Then I[Γ ] |= P(a, t) and I[Γ ] |= P(b, t) for all

ground terms t, but I[Γ ] 6|= P(t, t) for t other than a and b, and I[Γ ] |= P(u,v) for all

distinct ground terms u and v.

Since every prefix of a sequence is a sequence, Definition 10 applies to every

prefix, as shown in the following:

Example 6 Let Γ =C1,C2,C3 be [P(x)], ¬P( f (y))∨ [Q(y)], ¬P( f (z))∨¬Q(g(z))∨
[R( f (z),g(z))], again with I all-negative. Then I[Γ |0] = I[ε] = I interprets all positive

literals as false; I[Γ |1] interprets all positive literals as false, except for the ground

instances of P(x); I[Γ |2] interprets all positive literals as false, except for the ground

instances of P(x) and Q(y); and I[Γ |3] = I[Γ ] interprets all positive literals as false,

except for the ground instances of P(x), Q(y) and R( f (z),g(z)).

I[Γ ] and I differ on the proper constrained ground instances of I-false selected

literals, which are true in I[Γ ] and false in I. On the other hand, as proper constrained

ground instances of I-true selected literals are true in I, I-true selected literals do

not affect I[Γ ]. Since an I-true literal can be selected only in an I-all-true clause, it

follows that I-all-true clauses in Γ do not affect I[Γ ]. The following theorem makes

these remarks precise:

Theorem 1 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For

all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j] is not I-all-true, then I[Γ | j] 6= I[Γ | j−1] if and only if

pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) 6= /0; if A j ✄C j[L j] is I-all-true, then I[Γ | j] = I[Γ | j−1].

Proof As I p(Γ | j) = I p(Γ | j−1)∪ pcgi(A j✄L j,Γ ), interpretations I[Γ | j] and I[Γ | j−1]
may differ only in the interpretation of the literals in pcgi(A j ✄L j,Γ ). If A j ✄C j[L j]
is not I-all-true, L j is I-false, by Condition (2) of Definition 5. Then, for all L ∈
pcgi(A j ✄ L j,Γ ), I[Γ | j] |= L, because L ∈ I p(Γ | j), but I[Γ | j−1] 6|= L, because L 6∈
I p(Γ | j−1) by Definition 7 and L is I-false. If A j ✄C j[L j] is I-all-true, then for all

L ∈ pcgi(A j ✄L j,Γ ), I[Γ | j] |= L, because L ∈ I p(Γ | j), and I[Γ | j−1] |= L, because L

is I-true, so that I[Γ | j] = I[Γ | j−1]. ✷

Thus, I-all-true clauses do not contribute to build I[Γ ]. What is then their rôle in

an SGGS clause sequence? This question sets the stage for the next section, where

we study first-order clausal propagation.

5 First-order Clausal Propagation

A major feature of SGGS is a first-order conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL)

mechanism. In order to have such a mechanism in the inference system, the model

representation approach needs to make available a notion of propagation, so that the

procedure discovers that a clause is in conflict with the current model by propagation.

Consider DPLL-CDCL applied to a set of propositional clauses: if literal ¬L ap-

pears in the trail, all occurrences of L in the set are false; the truth value of L depends

on the assertion of ¬L in the trail. SGGS generalizes this concept to first-order logic:

if all constrained ground instances of a literal L appear negated among the proper

constrained ground instances of a selected literal M, literal L is uniformly false in

I[Γ ]. The uniform falsity of L depends on the selection of M in the sequence:
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Definition 11 (Dependence) Given Γ = A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln], for all indices

j and k, 1 ≤ j,k ≤ n, for all literals L ∈C j[L j], L depends on Lk if

1. k < j,

2. ¬Gr(A j ✄L)⊆ pcgi(Ak ✄Lk,Γ ),
3. Lk ∈ f lits(Ck[Lk]) if L ∈ tlits(C j[L j]), and

4. Lk ∈ tlits(Ck[Lk]) if L ∈ f lits(C j [L j]).

Condition (1) is coherent with the fact that I p(Γ ), whence I[Γ ], is built by con-

sulting the sequence from left to right or by increasing indices. Condition (2) ensures

that L is uniformly false in I[Γ ]. Conditions (3) and (4) descend from the semantic

guidance by I: all literals in the sequence are either I-true or I-false, and therefore

if all ground instances of one appear negated among ground instances of another, it

must be that one is I-true and the other I-false. In other words, whenever there is a

dependence, either an I-false selected literal makes uniformly false in I[Γ ] an I-true

literal occurring at a larger index, or an I-true selected literal makes uniformly false

in I[Γ ] an I-false literal occurring at a larger index.

Since I[Γ ] differs from I on I-false selected literals, the most relevant depen-

dences are those where I-true literals are made uniformly false by I-false selected

literals, as in the following:

Example 7 Let Γ be [P(x)],¬P( f (y))∨[Q(y)],¬P( f (z))∨¬Q(g(z))∨[R( f (z),g(z))],
with clauses named C1,C2,C3, and all-negative I as in Example 6. The I-true literal

¬P( f (y)) in C2 depends on the selected I-false literal P(x) in C1, because all ground

instances of P(x) are proper, and P( f (y)) is an instance of P(x). For the same reason,

the I-true literal ¬P( f (z)) in C3 also depends on P(x). Similarly, the I-true literal

¬Q(g(z)) in C3 depends on the selected I-false literal Q(y) in C2.

In other words, although dependence is define symmetrically, SGGS is interested

in the dependences of I-true literals on I-false literals: the semantic guidance by I

induces a sort of asymmetry in the method, so that first-order propagation is under

semantic guidance by I, or modulo semantic guidance by I. We use assignment func-

tions, or assignments for short, to represent dependences of I-true literals:

Definition 12 (Assignment) Given Γ = A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln], for all A j ✄

C j[L j], 1 ≤ j ≤ n, an assignment is a partial function Φ
j

Γ : tlits(C j) → {1, . . . ,n}

such that, for all L ∈ tlits(C j[L j]), if Φ
j

Γ (L) = k, then:

1. L depends on Lk;

2. If L 6= L j, then Φ
j

Γ (L) is defined: I-true literals that are not selected must be

assigned;

3. If L = L j and there exists an Lk such that L depends on Lk, then Φ
j

Γ (L) is defined:

selected I-true literals are assigned if possible;

4. If L 6= L j, L j ∈ tlits(C j), and Φ
j

Γ (L j) = i, then k ≤ i < j: if the selected literal L j

of C j is I-true and it is assigned, then it is assigned to the largest index (or to the

rightmost clause) among all literals of C j.

By slightly abusing the terminology, we may say that a literal is assigned to a

literal or to clause rather than to an index; and we say that a clause depends on another

clause if a literal of the former is assigned to the latter.
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Example 8 Let Γ and I be as in Example 7. The I-true literals in the sequence are

¬P( f (y)), ¬P( f (z)), and ¬Q(g(z)). The assignment function assigns ¬P( f (y)) and

¬P( f (z)) to P(x); and it assigns ¬Q(g(z)) to Q(y). Thus, clauses C2 and C3 depend

on clause C1; and clause C3 also depends on C2.

An SGGS clause sequence Γ =A1✄C1[L1], . . . ,An✄Cn[Ln] is implicitly equipped

with a set ΦΓ = {Φ1
Γ , . . . ,Φ

n
Γ } of assignments, one for every clause in Γ . We still

need to elucidate Conditions (2), (3) and (4) in Definition 12. These requirements

will ensure that I-all-true clauses in Γ are either in conflict with I[Γ ], signaling that

Γ must be fixed before being extended further; or are justifications of their selected

literal as an implied literal that must be in I[Γ ], because there is no other way to

satisfy the clause. Before presenting these concepts at the first-order level, we show

them at work in an SGGS-refutation of a simple propositional example:

Example 9 Consider the set of clauses S = {P∨Q,P∨¬Q,¬P∨Q,¬P∨¬Q} with

all-negative I, so that I = {¬P,¬Q}. By convention the selected literal is placed right-

most, and clauses in the current sequence are labeled C1,C2, . . . ,Ci, . . .. The steps of

a derivation are as follows:

1. Clause P∨Q is not satisfied by I, and therefore an SGGS-extension step adds it

to Γ0 = ε producing Γ1 = Q∨ [P]. Both P and Q are I-false and either one can be

selected: we assume that P is selected, so that I[Γ1] = {P,¬Q} and I[Γ1] |= P∨Q.

2. Clause ¬P∨Q is not satisfied by I[Γ1], and gets added by SGGS-extension yield-

ing Γ2 = Q∨ [P], ¬P∨ [Q], where Q is selected in C2, because it is I-false, while

¬P, which is I-true, is assigned to C1. The induced interpretation I[Γ2] = {P,Q}
satisfies both C1 and C2.

3. Clause ¬P∨¬Q is not satisfied by I[Γ2], and SGGS-extension extends Γ2 into

Γ3 = Q∨ [P], ¬P∨ [Q], ¬P∨ [¬Q]. Clause C3 is I-all-true: its literals ¬P and ¬Q

are assigned to C1 and C2, respectively, and ¬Q is selected, so that the selected

literal is assigned rightmost (cf. Condition (4) in Definition 12). Since it is I-

all-true, C3 does not affect the induced interpretation, I[Γ3] = I[Γ2] = {P,Q} (cf.

Theorem 1), and C3 is in conflict with I[Γ3]. While in the previous steps SGGS-

extension adds a clause C j which is not satisfied by I[Γ | j−1], but is satisfied by

I[Γj], when an I-all-true C j is added, it is in conflict with I[Γj] itself.

4. It is necessary to fix the sequence and its induced interpretation before further

extensions. First, since induced interpretations are built from selected literals, the

way to solve the conflict is to modify the sequence so that the selected literal of

the I-all-true clause enters the induced interpretation. Second, the selected literal

of the I-all-true clause is made false in the current induced interpretation by the

literal which it is assigned to (cf. Definition 11). Third, induced interpretations are

built from left to right. Thus, SGGS solves the conflict by moving the conflicting

I-all-true clause C3 to the left of C2, namely the clause which the selected literal

of C3 is assigned to in Γ3. The result of this SGGS-move inference is Γ4 = Q∨
[P], ¬P∨ [¬Q],¬P∨ [Q], so that I[Γ4] = {P,¬Q}: the move flips a literal in the

induced interpretation, with an effect similar to that of backjumping in DPLL-

CDCL. In Γ4 the selected I-true literal ¬Q of C2 is not assigned: this signals that

¬P∨ [¬Q] is no longer a conflict clause; rather, it is the justification of why ¬Q
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is in the model. Furthermore, now we also see the reason for Condition (4) in

Definition 12: the requirement that the selected literal of an I-all-true clause, if

assigned, be assigned rightmost, ensures that when the I-all-true clause moves to

the left of the clause which its selected literal was assigned to, all other literals in

the I-all-true clause will still be assigned.

5. Now it is the turn of¬P∨ [Q], namely C3 in Γ4, to be in conflict with I[Γ4], but C3 is

not I-all-true. Thus, SGGS does not move it, but explains the conflict by resolving

the I-false selected literal in the conflict clause C3, namely Q, with the implied I-

true selected literal ¬Q justified by C2, since it is the presence of ¬Q in the model

that causes the falsity of Q. SGGS-resolution resolves C2 and C3 in Γ4 on their

selected literals, and replaces the parent that is not I-all-true (C3) by the resolvent

¬P, yielding Γ5 = Q∨ [P], ¬P∨ [¬Q], [¬P], where I[Γ5] = I[Γ4] = {P,¬Q}, and

the I-true selected literal [¬P] is assigned to C1.

6. Now the I-all-true clause C3 in Γ5 is in conflict with I[Γ5]: as before, SGGS moves

it to the left of C1 generating Γ6 = [¬P], Q ∨ [P], ¬P ∨ [¬Q], where I[Γ6] =
{¬P,¬Q}, ¬P is no longer assigned, C1 is its justification, and it is no longer

in conflict.

7. Now it is the turn of C2 to be in conflict with I[Γ6], and SGGS explains the conflict

by SGGS-resolution, which resolves C1 and C2 in Γ6, and replaces the second

parent Q∨ [P] with the resolvent, yielding Γ7 = [¬P], [Q], with I[Γ7] = {¬P,Q}.

What happened to¬P∨[¬Q]? Recall that ¬P∨[¬Q] depended on Q∨[P], because

when ¬P∨ [¬Q] was added to the sequence (cf. Step 3), its I-true literal ¬P was

assigned to [P]. SGGS-resolution removes any clause that depended on the parent

being replaced by the resolvent. Note that ¬P∨ [¬Q] is satisfied by I[Γ7], and

therefore there is no loss of information. This feature of SGGS-resolution did not

show in Step 5, because then the parent being removed happened to be the last

clause in the sequence.

8. Now clause P∨¬Q is not satisfied by I[Γ7], and SGGS-extension adds it to pro-

duce Γ8 = [¬P], [Q], ¬Q∨ [P], where P is selected because it is I-false, the I-true

literal ¬Q is assigned to C2, and I[Γ8] = {¬P,Q}.

9. Now C3 is in conflict with I[Γ8], and SGGS explains the conflict by resolving the

I-false selected literal in the conflict clause C3, namely P, with the implied I-true

selected literal ¬P justified by C1, since the presence of ¬P in the model causes

the falsity of P. The result is Γ9 = [¬P], [Q], [¬Q], as the resolvent replaces the

parent which is not I-all-true, and I[Γ9] = {¬P,Q}.

10. The I-all-true clause [¬Q], with its selected literal still assigned to C2, is in conflict

with I[Γ9]. Thus, SGGS moves it left of C2, generating Γ10 = [¬P], [¬Q], [Q], and

modifying the induced interpretation to I[Γ10] = {¬P,¬Q}.

11. Finally, SGGS resolves [¬Q] and [Q] in Γ10, yielding Γ11 = [¬P], [¬Q], ⊥.

6 Conflict Clauses and Implied Literals

In this section we see how the requirements that all I-true literals that are not se-

lected must be assigned, and selected I-true literals are assigned if possible (cf. Con-

ditions (2) and (3) in Definition 12), determine the rôle of I-all-true clauses in SGGS
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clause sequences as either conflict clauses or justifications of implied literals. We

begin with a lemma which formalizes the observation that an assigned literal is uni-

formly false:

Lemma 2 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For all

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, for all literals L ∈ tlits(C j), if L is assigned, then L is uniformly false in

I[Γ | j−1].

Proof Consider an L ∈ tlits(C j) such that Φ
j

Γ (L) = k. By Condition (1) of Defini-

tion 12, L depends on Lk. By Condition (2) of Definition 11, we have ¬Gr(A j ✄L)⊆
pcgi(Ak ✄ Lk,Γ ) (*). By Condition (1) of Definition 11, we know that k < j, or

k ≤ j− 1, whence pcgi(Ak ✄Lk,Γ ) ⊆ I p(Γ | j−1) by Definition 6. By Definition 10,

I[Γ | j−1] |= Q for all Q ∈ I p(Γ | j−1) and therefore I[Γ | j−1] |= Q for all Q ∈ pcgi(Ak ✄

Lk,Γ ). It follows from (*) that I[Γ | j−1] uniformly falsifies L. ✷

By Condition (2) of Definition 12, all literals of an I-all-true clause in Γ that are

not selected must be assigned, and therefore by Lemma 2 they are all uniformly false

in I[Γ ]. We are left with the selected literal. An I-all-true clause in Γ will be either a

conflict clause or a justification depending on whether its selected literal is assigned.

To get there, let us recall that SGGS builds SGGS clause sequences trying to

satisfy the input set of clauses S. If I[Γ ] |= S, the search is over. Otherwise, there is a

clause C ∈ S such that I[Γ ] 6|= C. This means that there is a ground instance D of C

such that I[Γ ] 6|= D. When I[Γ ] 6|=C for some C ∈ S, SGGS applies the inference rule

SGGS-extension to generate from C and Γ a possibly constrained clause A✄E , such

that E is an instance of C, that captures D, in the sense that D is a constrained ground

instance of A✄E . SGGS-extension selects a literal L in E , assigns all I-true literals

of E according to Definition 12, and appends A✄E[L] to Γ . The purpose is to add to

I p(Γ ) the proper constrained ground instances of the selected literal of A✄E[L], so

that I[Γ ] satisfies the ground instance of L that appears in D (since D is an instance

of E) and therefore D itself.

However, if E[L] is I-all-true, then it is not possible to satisfy D by adding the

proper constrained ground instances of L, because the following theorem shows that

any constrained ground instance D of an I-all-true clause such that I[Γ ] 6|= D is a

complementary constrained ground instance. In other words, the ground instance of

L that appears in D already occurs negated in I p(Γ ) and therefore cannot be added to

fix the interpretation. Indeed, if E is I-all-true, also its ground instance D is I-all-true.

Then, D is false in I[Γ ] due to I p(Γ ), not due to I:

Theorem 2 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For

all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j ] is I-all-true, then for all D[L] ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]),
I[Γ | j−1] 6|= D[L] if and only if D[L] ∈ ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ).

Proof (⇒) Since A j ✄C j[L j] is I-all-true, I |= D[L]. If I[Γ | j−1] 6|= D[L], it means that

all literals of D[L], including L, appear negated in I p(Γ | j−1). Thus, by Definition 8

we have D[L] ∈ ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ).
(⇐) Assume that D[L] ∈ ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ). By Definition 8, no literal of D[L]
is in I p(Γ | j−1) and ¬L ∈ I p(Γ | j−1). By Condition (2) of Definition 12, all literals
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of A j ✄C j[L j] other than L j are assigned, and therefore by Lemma 2 they are all

uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1]. It follows that all literals in D[L] other than L are false

in I[Γ | j−1]. Since for L we already established that ¬L ∈ I p(Γ | j−1), we have that

I[Γ | j−1] 6|= D[L]. ✷

Thus, D is false in I[Γ ] because of how I[Γ ] was made different from I in an

attempt to satisfy other clauses. For instances at the propositional level see Steps 3, 6,

and 10 in Example 9. A simple first-order example is the following:

Example 10 Let Γ be [P(x)], [Q(y)], ¬P( f (x))∨¬Q(g(x))∨ [R(x)] with all-nega-

tive I. I[Γ ] makes all ground instances of P(x), Q(y), and R(x) true, and all other

positive ground literals false. Assume that the input set of clauses S contains ¬R(c).
SGGS-extension detects that ¬R(c) and the I-false selected literal R(x) in the third

clause unify and have opposite sign; thus, it extends Γ to [P(x)], [Q(y)], ¬P( f (x))∨
¬Q(g(x))∨ [R(x)], [¬R(c)]. The last clause [¬R(c)] is I-all-true and its single literal

is assigned to the I-false selected literal [R(x)] in the third clause. Clause [¬R(c)]
is in conflict with I[Γ ], due to the prior decision of satisfying clause ¬P( f (x)) ∨
¬Q(g(x))∨R(x) by making R(x) true.

Let us see how SGGS-extension operates. SGGS-extension applies if there are

clauses C ∈ S, and B1 ✄D1[M1], . . . ,Bn ✄Dn[Mn] in Γ , such that the selected liter-

als M1, . . . ,Mn are I-false, and for distinct literals L1, . . . ,Ln of C there is a simul-

taneous most general unifier α such that L jα = ¬M jα , for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then

SGGS-extension adds an instance of the clause (
∧n

j=1 B jα)✄Cα , namely A✄E[L] =
(
∧n

j=1 B jαβ )✄Cαβ . Since M1, . . . ,Mn are I-false, and L jα = ¬M jα , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, it

follows that L1α, . . . ,Lnα are I-true, and therefore L1αβ , . . . ,Lnαβ are I-true. The

application of the second substitution β guarantees that all other literals of E are I-

false, so that L1αβ , . . . ,Lnαβ are all the I-true literals of the newly added clause. Fur-

thermore, SGGS-extension assigns them to the clauses B1✄D1[M1], . . . ,Bn✄Dn[Mn].
Thus, SGGS-extension guarantees that all I-true literals of a newly generated clause

are assigned, as required by Definition 12. When the newly added clause is I-all-true,

all its literals are assigned. Such a clause is a conflict clause:

Theorem 3 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For all

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j ] is I-all-true, and all literals in tlits(C j) are assigned, then

A j ✄C j[L j ] is uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1] and in I[Γ | j].

Proof By Lemma 2, all literals in tlits(C j) are uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1]. Since C j

is I-all-true, this means that all its literals are uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1]. It follows

that C j is uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1] and therefore in I[Γ | j] by Theorem 1. ✷

The following corollary of Theorems 2 and 3 summarizes all the facts about I-

all-true clauses whose literals are all assigned:

Corollary 1 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For

all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j] is I-all-true, and all its literals are assigned, then

Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]) = ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ), pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) = /0, and A j ✄C j[L j] is

not disposable.
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Proof By Theorem 3, I[Γ | j−1] 6|= D[L] for all D[L] ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]). It follows by

Theorem 2 that Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]) = ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ). Then pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) =
/0, and A j ✄C j[L j] is not disposable because ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) 6= /0. ✷

Obviously, a conflict clause is not disposable: a disposable clause is already sat-

isfied and therefore can be ignored; a conflict clause signals that there is a problem,

because the interpretation built so far makes it uniformly false.

We consider next an I-all-true clause A j ✄C j[L j] in Γ where the selected literal

L j is not assigned: by Lemma 2, all literals of C j except L j are uniformly false in

I[Γ | j−1]. In DPLL-CDCL, if there is a propositional clause C where only one literal

L is undefined and all other literals are false with respect to the trail, L is an implied

literal, because it is implied by C and the literals in the trail, and making it true

is the only way to satisfy C. When such a situation is detected, the implied literal

is added to the trail with its clause as justification. Analogously, L j is an implied

literal. Indeed, by Conditions (1) of Definition 12 and (2) of Definition 11, for all L ∈
tlits(C j)\{L j}, we have ¬Gr(A j ✄L)⊆ pcgi(Ak ✄Lk), if Φ

j
Γ (L) = k, so that Ak ✄Lk

implies A j✄¬L. It follows that the set of clauses {A j✄C j[L j]}∪{Ak✄Lk : Φ
j

Γ (L) =
k, L ∈ tlits(C j)\ {L j}} implies A j ✄L j. In DPLL-CDCL an implied literal depends

on the decision levels where all other literals in its clause are made false by either

decisions or propagations. Similarly, in SGGS L j depends on the indices which the

other literals in A j ✄C j[L j] are assigned to.

SGGS-extension guarantees that when an I-all-true clause is added, all its literals

are assigned. All other SGGS inference rules preserve assignments. How can then

Γ contains an I-all-true A j ✄C j[L j] such that L j is not assigned? As an effect of an

SGGS-move step, as we saw in Steps 4, 6 and 10 of Example 9. A simple first-order

example follows:

Example 11 Let Γ be [P(x)], [Q(y)], x 6≡ c✄¬P( f (x))∨¬Q(g(x))∨[R(x)], ¬P( f (c))
∨¬Q(g(c))∨ [R(c)], [¬R(c)] with I all-negative. I[Γ ] makes all ground instances of

P(x), Q(y), and R(x) true, and all other positive ground literals false. The last clause

[¬R(c)] is I-all-true, it is in conflict with I[Γ ], and its single literal is assigned to

the I-false selected literal [R(c)] in the fourth clause. An SGGS-move of [¬R(c)] to

the left of the fourth clause yields [P(x)], [Q(y)], x 6≡ c✄¬P( f (x))∨¬Q(g(x))∨
[R(x)], [¬R(c)], ¬P( f (c))∨¬Q(g(c))∨ [R(c)], and causes the truth value of ¬R(c)
to flip from false to true in I[Γ ].

We illustrate this mechanism in general. When SGGS-extension appends to Γ an

I-all-true clause A✄E[L], all literals in E[L] are assigned, and A✄E[L] is a conflict

clause. Let B✄D[M] be the clause which L is assigned to. SGGS solves the conflict by

moving A✄E[L] to the left of B✄D[M], so that L is no longer assigned. By Lemma 2,

L was made uniformly false by M. Since all constrained ground instances of L ap-

peared negated among the proper constrained ground instances of M (cf. Condition 2

in Definition 11) before the move, all constrained ground instances of L are proper af-

ter the move. The effect of the move is to flip at once the truth value of all constrained

ground instances of L in I[Γ ] from false to true. The I-all-true clause A j ✄C j[L j]
whose selected literal L j is not assigned stands in Γ as the justification of L j. Such
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a clause is obviously not disposable, as Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]) = pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) and

ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ) = /0.

By requiring that all I-true literals that are not selected are assigned, SGGS en-

sures that I-all-true clauses in Γ are either conflict clauses or justifications of implied

literals. This clarifies the meaning of Conditions (2) and (3) in Definition 12. Condi-

tion (4) is related to the CDCL mechanism of SGGS as we saw in Step 4 of Exam-

ple 9: the selected literal of an I-all-true clause is assigned rightmost so that it is the

only one which is no longer assigned when the clause moves left.

Two more remarks are in order. First, by Theorem 1 we know that selected I-true

literals affect I p(Γ ), not I[Γ ]. In other words, implied literals from I-all-true clauses

affect I p(Γ ), not I[Γ ]. Then, do these literals have an operational rôle? Second, also a

clause which is not I-all-true can be a conflict clause: this happens if all its literals are

uniformly false in I[Γ ]. Then, the operational rôle of implied literals from I-all-true

clauses is to resolve away the I-false literals in conflict clauses that are not I-all-

true. We saw instances of this mechanism in Steps 5, 7, and 9 of Example 9. Once

all I-false literals in the conflict clause have been resolved away, we have either an

empty clause or an I-all-true conflict clause. In the first case a refutation has been

found. In the second case the I-all-true conflict clause is subject to an SGGS-move as

described above. The series of SGGS-resolution steps that resolves away the I-false

literals in the conflict clause explains the conflict like in DPLL-CDCL. Both DPLL-

CDCL and SGGS explain conflicts by resolving literals in the conflict clause with

implied literals in the trail or in the sequence, respectively. The differences are that

DPLL-CDCL uses propositional resolution, while SGGS-resolution is first-order, and

SGGS is semantically guided by I, so that it is I-false literals that get resolved away.

This discussion leads us to the next section, where we analyze those clauses in the

sequence that are not I-all-true.

7 The Logical Meaning of SGGS Clause Sequences

In this section we complete the analysis by considering the clauses that are not I-all-

true in an SGGS clause sequence, and we conclude with a theorem on how from a

sequence Γ follows a formula capturing both I[Γ ] and other interpretations not yet

considered. We begin with the companion of Theorem 2 for clauses that are not I-

all-true: it shows that the constrained ground instances of A j ✄C j[L j] that are not

satisfied by I[Γ | j−1] are its proper or complementary constrained ground instances:

Theorem 4 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For all

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j] is not I-all-true, then for all D[L] ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]),
I[Γ | j−1] 6|= D[L] if and only if D[L] ∈ pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ )∪ ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ).

Proof (⇒) If I[Γ | j−1] 6|= D[L], then no literal of D[L] appears in I p(Γ | j−1), so that

I p(Γ | j−1) ∩ D = /0. If ¬L 6∈ I p(Γ | j−1) then D[L] ∈ pcgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ). If ¬L ∈
I p(Γ | j−1) then D[L] ∈ ccgi(A j ✄C j[L j],Γ ).
(⇐) If D[L]∈ pcgi(A j✄C j[L j],Γ )∪ccgi(A j✄C j[L j ],Γ ), then by Definitions 7 and 8

we have I p(Γ | j−1)∩D = /0. For all literals M of D[L], there are two cases:
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1. M ∈ f lits(D[L]): if ¬M is in I p(Γ | j−1), then I[Γ | j−1] 6|=M; otherwise, I[Γ | j−1] 6|=
M because I 6|= M.

2. M ∈ tlits(D[L]): let Q be the I-true literal of A j✄C j[L j] such that M is an instance

of Q. Since C j is not I-all-true, by Condition (2) of Definition 5, Q is not selected.

By Condition (2) of Definition 12, Q is assigned, and by Lemma 2, it is uniformly

false in I[Γ | j−1], so that I[Γ | j−1] 6|= M.

Since for all literals M of D[L] we have I[Γ | j−1] 6|=M, it follows that I[Γ | j−1] 6|=D[L].
✷

As a straightforward corollary of this theorem, a clause satisfied by the interpre-

tation induced by the clauses on its left in the sequence is disposable:

Corollary 2 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For

all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j] is not I-all-true, I[Γ | j−1] |= A j ✄C j [L j] if and only if

A j ✄C j[L j ] is disposable.

A clause that is not I-all-true and is not disposable can be in conflict. The next

theorem characterizes this situation. In order to state it we need first the following:

Definition 13 (Intersection) Constrained literals A✄L and B✄M have non-empty

intersection, or intersect, if at(Gr(A✄L))∩at(Gr(B✄M)) 6= /0.

Note that intersection is defined based on atoms, that is, regardless of sign.

Theorem 5 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For all

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if A j ✄C j[L j] is not I-all-true, and no element of f lits(C j) intersects

any I-false Li for i < j, then A j ✄C j[L j] is uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1].

Proof By Condition (1) of Definition 5, every literal L of C j is either I-false or I-true.

Thus, there are two cases:

1. L ∈ tlits(C j): since C j is not I-all-true, by Condition (2) of Definition 5, L is not

selected. By Condition (2) of Definition 12, L is assigned, and by Lemma 2, it is

uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1].
2. L ∈ f lits(C j): for no L′ ∈ Gr(L) it can be that L′ ∈ I p(Γ | j−1), because, by hy-

pothesis, L does not intersect any I-false Li with i < j, or, equivalently, i ≤ j− 1.

(Note that intersection with an I-true Li with i < j is not relevant here, because

it would mean ¬L′ ∈ I p(Γ | j−1).) Thus, by Definition 10, L is uniformly false in

I[Γ | j−1].

Since all literals of A j ✄C j[L j] are uniformly false in I[Γ | j−1], the claim holds. ✷

The above theorem gives sufficient conditions for a non-I-all-true clause to be a

conflict clause. In the context of SGGS-extension, stronger conditions may be satis-

fied. Recall (cf. Section 6) how SGGS-extension applies if there are clauses C ∈ S,

and B1 ✄D1[M1], . . . ,Bn ✄Dn[Mn] in Γ , such that the selected literals M1, . . . ,Mn are

I-false, and for distinct literals L1, . . . ,Ln of C there is a simultaneous most general

unifier α such that L jα = ¬M jα , for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then SGGS-extension gener-

ates A✄E[L] = (
∧n

j=1 B jαβ )✄Cαβ . If E is not I-all-true and every I-false literal
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L ∈ f lits(E) intersects some I-true selected literal Li in Γ , SGGS-extension appends

to Γ the instance Aγ ✄E[L]γ , where γ is the simultaneous most general unifier of the

I-false literals of E with those intersecting I-true selected literals. This substitution

γ is called extension substitution. It follows that not only the I-false literals of the

appended clause do not intersect I-false selected literals of smaller index, but they

are subsumed by I-true selected literals of smaller index. This ensures that if SGGS-

extension appends to Γ a conflict clause that is not I-all-true, it will be possible to

resolve away all its I-false literals by resolving the conflict clause with the justifica-

tions of those subsuming I-true selected literals of smaller index. In other words, it

will be possible to explain the conflict.

Having dealt with the situations where SGGS-extension appends a conflict clause,

we are left with the case where SGGS-extension adds a clause that contributes to build

I[Γ ]. The following theorem shows that sufficient conditions for this to happen is to

have a clause with I-false selected literal that does not intersect I-true selected literals

of smaller index:

Theorem 6 Let Γ be an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]. For

all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if L j is I-false and does not intersect any I-true Li for i < j, then

I[Γ | j] |= A j ✄C j[L j].

Proof In order to establish that I[Γ | j] |= A j ✄C j[L j], we need to show that I[Γ | j] |=
C′ for all C′ ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j [L j]). For any such C′ there are two cases: either C′ ∩
I p(Γ | j−1) 6= /0 or C′∩ I p(Γ | j−1) = /0. We distinguish these two cases:

1. If C′∩ I p(Γ | j−1) 6= /0, then C′∩ I p(Γ | j) 6= /0, and I[Γ | j] |=C′;

2. If C′ ∩ I p(Γ | j−1) = /0, let L′ be the instance of L j in C′. The hypothesis that

L j does not intersect any I-true selected literals of smaller index implies that

¬L′ 6∈ I p(Γ | j−1). Thus, by Definition 7, C′ and L′ are proper constrained ground

instances, and L′ ∈ I p(Γ | j). Therefore, I[Γ | j] |= L′ by Definition 10, whence

I[Γ | j] |=C′.

Since for all C′ ∈ Gr(A j ✄C j[L j]), it holds that I[Γ | j] |= C′, we have that I[Γ | j] |=
A j ✄C j[L j ]. ✷

In other words, A j ✄C j[L j] is satisfied by I[Γ | j], because all its constrained

ground instances are satisfied: some may be satisfied by I[Γ | j−1], or the interpretation

induced by clauses of smaller index; all those that are not satisfied by I[Γ | j−1] are sat-

isfied by adding to I p(Γ | j−1) the proper constrained ground instances of A j ✄L j to

form I p(Γ | j).

Example 12 We revisit Example 6 generating its Γ by SGGS-extensions that obey

Theorem 6. We start with Γ0 = ε , I all-negative, and clauses C1 =P(x), C2 =¬P( f (y))
∨Q(y), and C3 = ¬P( f (z))∨¬Q(g(z))∨R( f (z),g(z)) in S. Clause C1 is not satisfied

by I, and trivially does not intersect any previous selected literal in the sequence.

SGGS-extension generates Γ1 = [P(x)] and I[Γ1] |= C1. Clause C2 is not satisfied by

I[Γ1], and has an I-false literal, namely Q(y), which does not intersect the selected

literal P(x) in Γ1. SGGS-extension generates Γ2 = [P(x)], ¬P( f (y)) ∨ [Q(y)] and

I[Γ2] |= C1, C2. Clause C3 is not satisfied by I[Γ2], and has an I-false literal, namely
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R( f (z),g(z)), which does not intersect the selected literals P(x) and Q(y) in Γ2.

SGGS-extension generates Γ3 = [P(x)], ¬P( f (y))∨ [Q(y)], ¬P( f (z))∨¬Q(g(z))∨
[R( f (z),g(z))] and I[Γ3] |=C1, C2, C3.

Theorem 6 cooperates with Theorem 5 to explain why SGGS-extension applies

the extension substitution. Let A✄E[L] be, as above, the clause generated by SGGS-

extension prior to applying the extension substitution. If E is not I-all-true, and every

I-false literal L ∈ f lits(E) intersects some I-true selected literal Li in Γ , it means

that it is not possible to fulfill the condition of Theorem 6 and extend the induced

interpretation to satisfy the new clause. More precisely, there is no I-false literal in

E that can be selected to satisfy A✄E[L]. Then, since it is not possible to satisfy

A✄E[L], SGGS-extension turns it into a conflict clause by applying the extension

substitution. This is coherent with the whole approach of SGGS of generalizing to

the first-order level the propagation and conflict solving features of DPLL-CDCL:

in propositional logic, if something is not true, then it is false; in first-order logic, if

something is not true, it only has a false ground instance; then SGGS instantiates it

further so that it is uniformly false, and can be dealt with as a conflict.

The last theorem views an SGGS clause sequence as the conjunction of its clauses,

and shows that this conjunction entails a formula, which captures the current induced

interpretation as well as alternative interpretations:

Theorem 7 If Γ is an SGGS clause sequence A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln], let Γ
stand for the conjunction of its clauses, and let ∃(F) be the existential closure of the

disjunction of all I-false constrained literals in {A1 ✄C1[L1], . . . ,An ✄Cn[Ln]} that

are not selected in Γ . Then Γ |= ∃(F)∨ [(A1 ✄L1)∧ . . .∧ (An ✄Ln)].

Proof Assume that J is a model of Γ seen as the conjunction of its clauses. If J |=
A1 ✄L1 ∧ . . .∧An ✄Ln the conclusion follows. Otherwise, let i be the smallest index

such that J 6|= Ai ✄Li. Then J |= A j ✄L j for all j < i. Since J 6|= Ai ✄Li, we consider

the literals of Ai ✄Ci[Li] that are not selected. We consider first I-true literals that are

not selected. Let Q be any literal in tlits(Ci) that is not selected. By Condition (2) in

Definition 12, Q is assigned. By Condition (1) in Definition 12 and Condition (1) in

Definition 11, Q is assigned to a j such that j < i. By Condition (2) of Definition 11,

we have ¬Gr(Ai ✄Q) ⊆ pcgi(A j ✄ L j,Γ ): from this and J |= A j ✄L j for all j < i,

it follows that J 6|= Q. Since J |= Γ , we have J |= Ai ✄Ci, that is, J |= Gr(Ai ✄Ci).
Since J 6|= Ai ✄Li and J 6|= Q for every Q ∈ tlits(Ci) that is not selected, it means that

there are constrained ground instances C′ ∈ Gr(Ai ✄Ci), such that J satisfies C′ by

satisfying an instance of a non-selected I-false literal in Ai ✄Ci, or an instance of a

literal in F . Thus, J satisfies ∃(F), and the result follows. ✷

The conjunction of the selected literals refers to the current partial interpretation,

while the existential closure of the disjunction of non-selected I-false literals refers

to other possible interpretations.

8 Comparison with Related Work

Structures to survey interpretations in the literature often have a tree shape, as in se-

mantic trees (e.g., [24,46]) and tableaux (e.g., [13,63,8,65,64]), where each branch
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represents an interpretation. For example, DPLL, FDPLL [4], and the model evolu-

tion calculus (MEC) [10,5,6,11,9] use semantic trees, which branch out over com-

plementary literals, while tableaux are trees that branch out over the literals of clauses.

The original formulation of model elimination (ME) used chains of literals [68], dis-

tinguishing between A-literals, inserted in the candidate model, and B-literals, still to

be satisfied. It is known since [7] that an ME-chain corresponds to an ME-tableau,

where closed branches are omitted, A-literals label inner nodes on a branch represent-

ing the current candidate model, and B-literals label frontier nodes.

Once (refutational) completeness is secured, sought-after features of theorem-

proving method include semantic guidance, goal sensitivity, and proof confluence. A

theorem-proving method is deemed semantically guided, if its operations are guided

by a given interpretation. This notion originated from semantic resolution [84], which

included hyperresolution [81], and resolution with set of support as special cases. The

guiding interpretation remains fixed, so that semantic guidance is a different concept

from being model-based in the sense of building and evolving a candidate model.

SGGS is semantically guided by the initial interpretation I.

A theorem-proving method is deemed goal sensitive, if it generates only clauses

connected with the goal to be refuted. This notion originated from resolution with set

of support [94]. The given clause algorithm, which is at the heart of resolution and

superposition based provers, was originally conceived to implement resolution with

set of support, so that this strategy remains available in contemporary provers (e.g.,

[93,57,82]). Tableaux-based methods aim at goal sensitivity by starting the tableau

with a goal clause. Model-driven instance-based methods aim at goal sensitivity by

picking as initial candidate model one that satisfies the clauses of S issued from the as-

sumptions, not those issued from the theorem. The latter form the input set of support

(iSOS). SGGS is goal-sensitive under the same assumption for the guiding interpre-

tation I. If there is no theorem (e.g., in consistency checking), one may take as iSOS

the complement of the largest consistent subset of the input set S. Semantic guidance

and goal sensitivity are regarded as useful, if the problem features many axioms or a

large knowledge base.

A theorem-proving method is deemed proof confluent, if committing to an in-

ference step does not prevent it from finding a proof, so that backtracking is not

needed. For example, resolution is proof confluent, because generating a resolvent

cannot preclude a proof. ME-tableaux are not proof confluent, because an instantia-

tion of the variables of the tableaux may preclude closing it. Methods that combine

instance generation and tableaux, such as the disconnection calculus [13,64,66,67],

and hypertableaux [3,12], are proof confluent, because they add instances to the set

of clauses, rather than instantiate the variables in the tableau. Instance-based methods

such as FDPLL [4], the model evolution calculus (MEC) [10,5,6,11,9], and Inst-Gen

[42,43,55,54] are also proof confluent. To see this, consider DPLL: finding a proof

means closing, by finding a contradiction, every branch of a semantic tree. The state

of a derivation is given by the semantic tree, every decision or propagation helps to

close it eventually, and DPLL is proof confluent. In practice, DPLL uses depth-first

search, keeps in memory only a branch of the tree (the context) at a time, and uses

backtracking to go from a branch to the next. The same considerations apply to FD-
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PLL and MEC, with a first-order semantic tree, depth-first search with backtracking,

and iterative deepening on term depth to preserve fairness.

This discussion suggests that confluence depends on how the state and the goal of

the search are defined. For example, if we view DPLL as a procedure searching for a

model, rather than a proof, the goal is no longer to close the semantic tree, but rather

to find a branch where all clauses are satisfied. In this view, a state is a branch, not

a tree, and the procedure is not confluent, since assigning true to L prevents it from

succeeding, if no model of the set of clauses contains L. Thus, we could conclude

that DPLL is proof confluent, but not model confluent. However, model confluence

may not be meaningful, since a procedure searching for a model has to make guesses.

First-order procedures are seen primarily as searching for a proof, since model build-

ing is not semi-decidable in first-order logic.

SGGS is proof confluent, with the state of the search given by an SGGS clause

sequence. At each step the new clause sequence replaces the old one, so that only one

clause sequence exists at any time. It is not necessary to undo previous steps; rather,

the current induced interpretation is updated by resolution steps between clauses in

the sequence, and by moving a clause to a smaller index, because the induced in-

terpretation is built by consulting the sequence from left to right. This move has an

effect similar to a backjumping in DPLL-CDCL, but without going back to a previous

state. Since an SGGS clause sequence encodes also other interpretations, in addition

to the current one (cf. Theorem 7), proof confluence with respect to SGGS clause

sequences may be regarded as similar to proof confluence with respect to semantic

trees. However, the SGGS clause sequence, unlike the semantic tree, is the structure

that the procedure actually keeps in memory and manipulates: it is a generalization

to the first-order level of the trail of literals of DPLL-CDCL.

SGGS has several features in common with other methods. It inherits semantic

guidance from semantic resolution, and goal-sensitivity from the set-of-support strat-

egy. It shares with instance-based methods the notion of instance generation as main

inference mechanism, and with hyperresolution, hypertableaux, and hyperlinking the

concept of hyperinference (SGGS-extension). Like MEC it is a model-based first-

order method. SGGS is also different from all previous methods: for instance, it dif-

fers from MEC in the approach to model representation and the usage of I. MEC gen-

eralizes the splitting of DPLL, whereas SGGS generalizes propagation, explanation,

and conflict solution of DPLL-CDCL, so that there is no splitting à la DPLL/MEC

in SGGS. In general, SGGS differs from all previous instance-based methods, be-

cause it does not feature either fine-grained or coarse-grained interleaving of instance

generation and propositional, or ground, reasoning.

9 Discussion

Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning (SGGS) lifts DPLL-CDCL to first-

order logic, realizing a first-order theorem-proving method that is simultaneously

model-based, semantically-guided, proof-confluent, flexible with respect to goal-sen-

sitivity, and capable of conflict-driven model repair. In this article, we presented the
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SGGS approach to model representation by SGGS clause sequences, and a series of

results connecting it with basic mechanisms of the SGGS inference system.

SGGS clause sequences are made of constrained clauses with selected literals.

Every literal in the sequence is required to be either true (I-true) or uniformly false

(I-false) in a given initial interpretation I, so that it states the truth or falsity in I

of all its (constrained) ground instances. Since I-true literals are not useful to build

an interpretation different from I, I-false literals are preferred for selection, with the

exception of I-all-true clauses, namely clauses whose literals are all I-true.

An SGGS clause sequence Γ induces a partial interpretation I p(Γ ) built by having

each selected literal contribute its ground instances not already supplied by selected

literals of smaller index. Ground instances that are complementary to literals already

in I p(Γ ) are not added, so that I p(Γ ) is consistent. I p(Γ ) is completed into an inter-

pretation I[Γ ] by consulting I for those literals whose truth value is not determined

by I p(Γ ). Thus, I[Γ ] differs from I in the interpretation of I-false selected literals.

If all constrained ground instances of an I-true literal L appear among the ground

instances that an I-false selected literal M of smaller index contributes to I p(Γ ), it

follows that L is uniformly false in I[Γ ] (cf. Lemma 2). SGGS uses an assignment

function to represent this sort of first-order propagation, and it requires that all I-true

literals that are not selected be assigned. This ensures that an I-all-true clause in Γ is

either a conflict clause (cf. Theorem 3), or the justification of its selected literal. In

the latter case, selected literal and I-all-true clause correspond to implied literal and

justification in DPLL-CDCL.

SGGS builds SGGS clause sequences by SGGS-extension, an inference rule which

adds to the sequence instances of input clauses, in order to satisfy them (cf. Theo-

rem 6). If SGGS-extension produces a conflict clause (cf. Theorems 3 and 5), SGGS

first resolves away all the I-false literals of the conflict clause, by resolving it with

justifications of implied literals in Γ . This explanation by first-order resolution, corre-

sponds to explanation by propositional resolution in DPLL-CDCL. If the explanation

process produces the empty clause, the set of clauses is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, the

explanation process produces a clause which is still in conflict with I[Γ ], but is I-all-

true. This clause corresponds to an asserting clause in DPLL-CDCL. SGGS moves it

to a position in Γ such that its selected literal becomes implied, and therefore enters

the model, so that the conflict is solved by amending Γ and I[Γ ]. This move has the

effects that backjumping has in DPLL-CDCL. The last technical result of this paper

(cf. Theorem 7) shows how an SGGS clause sequence represents a snapshot of the

model search process, because it entails a formula that portrays the current induced

interpretation and a realm of other interpretations yet to be traversed.

The inception of a new approach to model-based reasoning opens many directions

for future research. Major issues are to devise efficient mechanisms to implement

first-order clausal propagation, and to provide non-trivial (i.e., not based on sign)

initial interpretations, as done for instance for OSHL at the ground level in [77]. A

different approach could be to make I dynamic, as a parameter that can be varied

heuristically during the derivation: heuristics in DPLL-based SAT-solvers might be

a source of inspiration. Relations between SGGS clause sequences and other for-

malisms to represent models, and the complexity of SGGS operations, such as con-

straint standardization, may also be investigated. The study of SGGS as a model-
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building method, or as a basis for decision procedures for decidable fragments, and

its extension to equality and theory reasoning, are additional subjects for the long

term. Theorem proving has made giant strides, and existing systems are very sophisti-

cated (e.g., [5,93,55,57,82]).The challenge of SGGS is to go towards a semantically-

oriented style of reasoning, that might pay off for hard problems or new domains.
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